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An elementary step towards a quantitative assessment of the risks of new compounds or pollutants
(chemicals, materials) to the environment is to estimate their environmental concentrations. Thus, the
calculation of predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) builds the basis of a ﬁrst exposure
assessment. This paper presents a probabilistic method to compute distributions of PECs by means of
a stochastic stationary substance/material ﬂow modeling. The evolved model is basically applicable to
any substance with a distinct lack of data concerning environmental fate, exposure, emission and
transmission characteristics. The model input parameters and variables consider production, application
quantities and fate of the compounds in natural and technical environments. To cope with uncertainties
concerning the estimation of the model parameters (e.g. transfer and partitioning coefﬁcients, emission
factors) as well as uncertainties about the exposure causal mechanisms (e.g. level of compound
production and application) themselves, we utilized and combined sensitivity and uncertainty analysis,
Monte Carlo simulation and Markov Chain Monte Carlo modeling. The combination of these methods is
appropriate to calculate realistic PECs when facing a lack of data. The proposed model is programmed
and carried out with the computational tool R and implemented and validated with data for an exemplary case study of ﬂows of the engineered nanoparticle nano-TiO2 in Switzerland.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An elementary step towards a quantitative assessment of the
risks of new compounds or pollutants (chemicals, materials) to the
environment is to estimate their environmental concentrations.
Model input parameters describing production volumes, emissions,
and fate in the environment have to be estimated to model environmental concentrations. An important example of a new class of
environmental pollutants are nanoparticles (NPs). The increase in
the use and production of NPs leads presumably to increased
human and environmental NP exposure. The discussion about
potential risks of NPs has a high priority in governments and the
public (Roco, 2005; Helland et al., 2006; Siegrist et al., 2007).
However, the adequacy of conventional tools for assessing health
and environmental risks from the use and production of nanomaterials is unknown at the time (Kandlikar et al., 2006; Katao,
2006; Nowack and Bucheli, 2007; von der Kammer and Hofmann,
2007). Available experience with inorganic and organic chemicals
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may not be relevant to nanoparticulated materials (Linkov et al.,
2007) because of the particular chemical and physical properties of
NPs. These physical and chemical properties depend on size,
structure, surface modiﬁcation and functionalization of the NP.
Furthermore, even rough estimations of production and application
quantities of NPs are difﬁcult to obtain.
Material ﬂow analysis (MFA) is an established method to study
material and energy ﬂows into, throughout, and out of a system
(Baccini and Brunner, 1991; Baccini and Bader, 1996; Scholz and
Tietje, 2002; Brunner and Rechberger, 2004). To model the fate of
chemicals after discharge to the environment, mass balance multicompartment models are the most commonly used approach
(Cowan et al., 1995; Mackay et al., 1996; Mackay, 2001; McKone and
MacLeod, 2003; Scheringer et al., 2004; Arnot, 2009). Examples of
such models are the Berkeley-Trent (BETR) model (MacLeod et al.,
2001) and the Climate Zone Model for Chemicals (CliMoChem)
(Scheringer et al., 2000).
Normally for new compounds, there is a lack of data about the
parameters needed for these material ﬂow and fate models.
For many environmental contaminants such data gaps are ﬁlled
using assumptions, extrapolations or safety factors (Kandlikar et al.,
2006; Mueller-Herold et al., 2006). Estimating risks of new
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compounds, e.g. of the currently intensely discussed nanomaterials
(Alvarez et al., 2009), demands approaches to handling the
inherent uncertainties and to simulate the compounds’ environmental fate under various possible conditions. A particular challenge is that risk estimation of new compounds has to integrate the
uncertainty about the accuracy of the calculated modeling
parameters and the natural variability of these parameters.
An extreme lack of empirical data cannot be treated only statistically, because we often need predictions about parameter values
that have not yet been measured. As a result some judgment,
e.g. technically informed judgments or predictions in form of
probability or frequency distributions are required (Whitﬁeld and
Wallsten, 1989; Frey, 1992).
Whereas variability arises from true diversity across temporal,
spatial or interindividual differences in the input values of a
modeled system, uncertainty is associated with the knowledge of
the data. Uncertainty about the knowledge is a measure of
knowledge incompleteness about a quantity whose true value
could be measured if perfect measuring methods were available
(Cullen and Frey, 1999; Paustenbach, 2002). A detailed overview of
the various sources of such epistemic uncertainties and variabilities
in a modeling study is given in Refsgaard et al. (2007).
Probabilistic methods of risk and exposure assessment to cope
with such uncertainty and variability have been broadly discussed
(McKone and Bogen, 1991; Finley and Paustenbach, 1994; Cullen
and Frey, 1999; Maddalena et al., 2004; Caldas et al., 2006; Fryer
et al., 2006; van der Voet and Slob, 2007; Mutshinda et al., 2008).
All these existing approaches can be roughly characterized as
human intake assessment models (Fryer et al., 2006), which
simulate exposure as intake resulting e.g. from inhalation, ingestion
or dermal absorption of pollutants. Such intake assessment models
use as target variable the probability of adverse effects in response
to environmental contamination (Mutshinda et al., 2008) and not
the probability of environmental concentration of a pollutant as
precondition for adverse effects. The main sources of uncertainty
within such studies stem from quantifying human physical and
behavioral characteristics, which have to be determined to model
rates of intake e.g. of air or agricultural products.
In addition, methods for the probabilistic assessment of environmental levels within environmental fate models were developed as well. MacLeod et al., (2007) developed a multimedia model
to assess diel variability of persistent semivolatile contaminants
(SVOC) concentrations in the air. In this work a Monte Carlo (MC)
analysis was applied to estimate uncertainty in the model output
by means of conﬁdence factors. Schenker et al. (2008) described the
environmental fate of perﬂuorooctanoate (PFO) using MC analysis
to calculate the uncertainties in the model due to different pathways for Arctic contamination, and to estimate the relative
importance of such pathways to the total contamination levels.
MacLeod et al. (2002) provided an analytical approach to calculate
the relationship between uncertainty in input parameters and
uncertainty in output parameters. Applications to a regional
contaminant fate and a food web bioaccumulation model showed
that this approach may lead to results that are consistent with
equivalent modeling outputs of a MC analysis.
The goal of our study was to develop a probabilistic material
ﬂow analysis (PMFA) framework to derive probability distributions
of PEC values for any compound or material. The PMFA aims at
calculating from a whole life cycle perspective concentrations of
potential contaminants in complex systems, covering all environmental compartments and life stages of these contaminants. Our
model goes further than simple probabilistic exposure assessments
(Cullen and Frey, 1999), which cover the contaminants’ concentration exclusively in produce or e.g. in indoor air to model intake
(ingestion or inhalation) quantities of such materials. We simulate
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the emission of pollutants into the environment, which generates
pollutant concentrations in natural compartments. However,
compared to generic chemical fate models, the here presented
material ﬂow analysis includes besides the natural compartments
also technical compartments (pollutant production; manufacturing
of pollutant containing products; use, recycling and disposal of
such products and pollutants fate in waste incineration and sewage
treatment plants). Based on a material ﬂow analysis, which covers
the whole life cycle of a studied contaminant substance, the ﬂows
of the contaminant from the source to the natural compartments
where organisms are exposed to are modeled. Thus, environmental
concentrations of possibly environmentally hazardous substances
are calculated considering uncertainty and variability within all
input data by means of probability distributions. The results of the
calculations are probability distributions representing the range
and likelihood of possible concentrations. The uncertainty in this
model is accounted for already conceptually (Scholz and Schnabel,
2006) and hence does not need to be corrected by the use of safety
factors. At every point on the path of the compound ﬂows uncertainties are considered. Input and output ﬂows, transfer coefﬁcients
and environmental concentrations are modeled as probability
distributions. As case study the simulation of PECs of engineered
nano-TiO2 particles in Switzerland has been chosen.
2. Methodology and modeling
First the modeling steps are deﬁned. Based on this modeling
procedure we then discuss how the model parameters are linked to
input variables and outputs (modeled responses) and how such
responses may be validated. Key aspects concerning model
building, testing and veriﬁcation have been presented e.g. in
Jakeman et al. (2006).
2.1. Conceptualization
The proposed exposure assessment is based on a material
ﬂow modeling and involves: 1) characterization of sources and
production volumes, 2) estimation of emissions to environmental
compartments, 3) speciﬁcation of the fate in the environment, and
4) derivation of distributions of PECs for the studied compounds.
The method of substance/material ﬂow analysis (Baccini and
Brunner, 1991; Baccini and Bader, 1996; Scholz and Tietje, 2002;
Brunner and Rechberger, 2004) is used to determine ﬂows to and
amounts of compounds within the studied environmental
compartments and is extended to a probabilistic material ﬂow
analysis (PMFA). We combine sensitivity and uncertainty analysis,
MC simulation, Bayesian and Markov Chain modeling to propose
a PEC modeling approach for cases characterized by a distinct lack

Table 1
Main steps of the developed modeling approach.
Step 1: Goal deﬁnition, including system boundaries constituted by the
studied compounds, time and space
Step 2: System modeling, deﬁnition of goods, products, processes and
functions/relations (transfer coefﬁcients)
Step 3: Stochastic/probabilistic modeling of the input parameters using
distributions
Step 4: Calculation/computation
-

-

Deterministically with point values (e.g. for model validation),
(MFA standard)
Monte Carlo simulation with the modeled distributions
 Bayesian optimization
 Markov Chain Monte Carlo modeling

Step 5: Sensitivity analysis
Step 6: Interpretation, assessment of pollution potential (PEC)
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of data (see Table 1). The simulated PECs for compounds in air,
landﬁll, surface water, groundwater, soil, and sediment provide the
basis for the quantitative exposure assessment and are derived
from the results of the probabilistic material ﬂow analysis.
2.2. System analysis
Compounds can be released from point sources such as
production facilities, manufacturing plants, waste water treatmentor waste incineration plants, landﬁlls or from line sources such as
emissions during transportation or as components of personal care
products or during aging of materials. Accidental release during
production and transport cannot be excluded, e.g. during product
ﬁnishing. Compounds can also be released intentionally directly
into the environment, e.g. from applications in agriculture.
We structured the release to the environment as a three level

emission. The quantity of compound synthesis is estimated in order
to calculate direct emissions from production facilities to the
environment. As second level, the emissions from the utilization
phase of the compounds when manufacturing other products is
modeled. Finally, calculations related to utilizing, wasting, and
disposing available products are computed. Such emissions are
estimated by grouping the products in product categories, which
are supposed to have similar emission coefﬁcients.
The system ﬂow chart (Fig. 1) for a regional analysis of NPs
comprises 11 processes (volumes, boxes), the ﬁrst one is subdivided
in production, manufacturing of products and consumption of
products, 27 internal ﬂows, 1 input ﬂow (generation-ﬂow within
the ﬁrst process) 3 elimination ﬂows and 3 output ﬂows. The
system includes ﬂows between and within production,
manufacturing and consumption, waste water treatment plant,
waste incineration plant, lower atmosphere, landﬁll, soil, surface

Fig. 1. Basic structure of the model with the environmental compartments that are considered and the ﬂows between them (the dotted ﬂows concerning recycling processes were
not relevant for the implementation case, import and export ﬂows written in brackets were considered to be equal, small and/or not quantiﬁable).
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water, groundwater and sediments. Transfer coefﬁcients imply the
exchange of compounds between and within the compartments.
As mentioned above this material exchange is triggered by a triple
and simultaneous release of compounds (from the production,
manufacturing and usage process) to the environmental and
technical compartments.
The mathematical structure of the system consists for the
stationary input-output model of a set of n linear equations
containing n unknowns. Matrix algebra is applicable and solutions
may be found straightforwardly by computing inverse matrices.
In case of a probabilistic approach, the construction of density
functions representing the uncertainty introduces additional
uncertainty and is part of the system analysis. The construction of
such distributions depends on different types of knowledge (Scholz
et al., 1992). If we have (some) data, e.g. about the daily quantity of
production of a compound, we can take a statistical, frequentist
approach, best when smoothing or adapting a given frequentistic
distribution. If this is not the case, we can construct a subjectivist
probability distribution, based on our or on experts best knowledge.
There is, in principle, also the possibility to construct distributions
based on the logical probability concept, e.g. if frequentist distributions from other cases are available and transferable by weighted
arguments (Carnap, 1950; Scholz et al., 1992).
For the case study presented, all probabilistic simulations
including MC and MCMC simulations, uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis have been implemented and programmed in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
2.3. Mathematical model
Our mathematical model describes the processes by rates of
change of stocks and ﬂows by transfer coefﬁcients (e.g. TCrs, the
transfer coefﬁcient concerning the ﬂow from box r to s). The transfer
coefﬁcients of output ﬂows depend on the total input into the
process. To avoid confusion we distinguish between variables and
parameters. The term parameter refers to the constants e.g. transfer
coefﬁcients characterizing the probability density function of the
random variables e.g. storage within the processes. The programmed probability density functions describe the probability that
input parameters and output variables fall within a particular
interval.
2.3.1. System of equations
The investigated linear system is mapped mathematically on
a mass ﬂow modeling, which combines the law of mass and energy
conservation with phenomenological model approaches based on
experimental data or assumptions. It links the source, the
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metabolism paths and the sinks of compounds and allows
modeling the pathway of compounds in the environment.
According to the balance principle the mass of all inputs into
a process equals the mass of all outputs of the process included
accumulation or depletion (transformation) of mass:

X ðiÞ
X ðiÞ
dMiðjÞ ðtÞ
ðjÞ
mrj ðtÞ þ Gi ðtÞ
¼
mrj ðtÞ 
dt
ðjÞ

(1)
ðiÞ

Mi is the mass amount of the compound i in Vj, mrj the mass/
energy ﬂow from Vr to Vj and Gi the mass production/transformation in Vj.
The compound ﬂows are induced by the compound ﬂows or by
the ﬂow of compounds containing goods, which are calculated
from the compound concentrations c in these goods:

m ¼ mcompound ¼ mproduct $c

(2)

The couple ‘‘goods/substances’’ (Brunner and Rechberger, 2004)
is decisive when developing an appropriate strategy for reduction
or prevention of emissions from used goods. If potentially
hazardous compound ﬂows have to be reduced, we must know
their concentration in the relevant goods. For constant stock change
rates the studied system was mapped mathematically on a semi
stationary model (Baccini and Bader, 1996):

_ ðjÞ $t
MðjÞ ðtÞ ¼ M ðjÞ þ M

(3)

Transfer coefﬁcients (TC) describe the transfer of compounds
from input ﬂows into output ﬂows:

mjs
TCjs ¼ P
;
mrj

(4)

r

where the transfer coefﬁcient TCjs describes the partitioning of the
process Vj which is transferred to the process volume Vs by the ﬂow
mjs.
The linear equation system to calculate ﬂows to and deposition
within the examined processes of the system was formalized
mathematically with the matrices T, A (see Fig. 2), and the vectors I
and X. The nn-matrix T (left) involves the transfer coefﬁcients and
the nn-matrix A (right) determines the equality of the input- and
output-amount of compounds in the volumes (processes). V1 to Vn
represent production-, manufacturing- and environmental
processes and Vmþ1 to Vn sinks, elimination and removal processes.
The column vector I determines the periodic input into the
system, in this case study into the ﬁrst process (left) and the column
vector X (right) the unknown variables of amount of compounds in
every process

Fig. 2. Matrices of transfer coefﬁcients (left) and compound quantities.
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Thus, Adeﬁnes a linear transformation from Rn to Rn by sending
the column vector X˛Rn1 to the column vector I˛Rn1. As a result

A$X ¼ I

(6)

leads to the steady state of the studied system.

scenarios (iterations) is performed solving thousands of systems of
linear equations (see Appendix B).

2.4. Computing and model calibration
2.4.1. Modeled distributions
Table 2 presents the types of probability distributions used for
modeling the nanoparticle case. They are restricted to uniform,
triangular, and lognormal distributions. The uniform distribution is
used for modeling most of the transfer coefﬁcients. This is done as
they are very poorly studied and there are no data for suggesting
a speciﬁc distribution. The triangular distribution is used if the
most probable outcome (mode or modal value) is vaguely known
(guessed), it provides a less pronounced valuation of uncertainty
and standard deviation as the uniform distribution. The triangular
distribution may be applied when a lognormal distribution is not
appropriate because of to little data and a uniform distribution not
justiﬁed because of the ‘‘known’’ mode. Due to some available data
lognormal distributions, which in principle may extend from zero
to inﬁnity, could be used to simulate the annual NP production.
2.4.2. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
MC methods within this study denote ﬁrst the modeling of
probability distributions of all model input parameters and second
the repeated computation of a proposed linear equation system
(Fig. 3). As a ﬁrst step sequences of independent uniform random
numbers Un on the interval [0,1] are constructed in order to build
functions ðu1 ; .; uq Þ/Fðu1 ; .; uq Þ such that the uniform
sequences of random variables X ¼ FðUn Þ follow the required
distributions of the model input parameters (see Appendix A).
Within the second step the algorithm to produce outcome
Table 2
Types of probability density functions of the model parameters programmed to run
the MC and MCMC simulations.
Lognormal
distribution

Triangular
distribution

Uniform
distribution

Mode, minimum
and maximum
value

Minimum and
maximum value

Most likely
outcome
modeling,
multiplicative
standard deviation

Intervals of the
same range are
equally likely,
additive
standard
deviation.

Shape

Logarithmic
mean (m),
log. standard
deviation (sd)
Exponential
modeling of
a normal
distribution of
random
variables,
multiplicative
standard
deviation
Skewed

Symmetrical

Epistemological
approach

Statistical
frequentist

Skewedsymmetrical
Statistical
frequentist/
subjectivist

Modeled
parameters

Modeling
characteristics

Fig. 3. Basic structure of the proposed Monte Carlo (MC) and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) modeling approach.

Statistical
frequentist/
subjectivist

2.4.3. Number of iterations and smooth density curves
The basic approach within this study to estimate a sufﬁcient
number of repetitions or iterations in MC simulations Sn to get
statistically acceptable results is based on the central limit theorem,
which implies that the difference between the average of the
observed output and the true mean is



s Sn  n m
Sn
pﬃﬃﬃ ;
 m ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
n
n s n

(7)

thus, the variation in the observed means tends to zero as fast as
pﬃﬃﬃ
1= n (Meerschaert, 2007). We performed test simulations with
different numbers of repetitions to test the stability of the method.
The output distributions of the MC simulations are initially
computed as a scatter of data points, which are then smoothed. The
size of the bandwidth chosen for kernel density estimation controls
the smoothness of the density curves. The choice of a reasonable
bandwidth is a concession between smoothing as far that insigniﬁcants bumps are rubbed out and that real peaks are not eliminated. A principle with acceptable application in R is a bandwidth
b calculated and controlled as

b ¼

maxðxÞ  minðxÞ
;
2ð1 þ log2 nÞ

(8)

where n is the number of data points, x the simulation output
variable (Crawley, 2007).
2.4.4. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
Bayesian inferences provide in this study posterior distributions
pðqjyÞ deﬁning what is known about unobservable model input
parameters q given measured or simulated data y:

pðqjyÞ ¼ pðyjqÞpðqÞ=

Z

pðyjqÞpðqÞdqfpðyjqÞpðqÞ

(9)

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms are straightforward solutions to sample from such posterior distributions. Metropolis algorithms (Albert, 2007) with symmetric proposal distribution
are used to build Markov Chains with the target posterior density as
stationary distribution. MCMC packages containing Metropolis
sampling routines for R are freely available (http://cran.r-project.org).
The algorithms can be described as follows:
*

t1

1. Pick a candidate q* from the proposal density pðq jq Þ.
*
ðt1Þ
jyÞ.
2. Compute r ¼ pðq jyÞ=pðq
t
*
3. Accept q ¼ q with probability P ¼ minðr; 1Þ, otherwise
qt ¼ qt1 :
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The normalizing constant of pðqjyÞ (see equation (9)) is canceled out
due to the ratio, which is computed in each iteration step.
The MCMC outputs may be interpreted using graphical and
numerical techniques. Once the simulation algorithm is performed
it is necessary to check the convergence of the simulated sequences
and if the chains have explored the entire posterior distribution.
One informal possibility is to plot the posterior traces (Mutshinda
et al., 2008) of q(t) against the iteration number to evaluate
convergence visually.
High correlation between successive iterates prevents the
algorithm from exploring the entire parameter range. A method
(Albert, 2007) to assess the mixing of the chains, the degree of
dependence between successive iterations in the chain, is to
tþNðiÞ
where N(i) is
measure the correlation between the sets qt and q
the difference of iterates between the two sets of generated values.
A standard approach is to plot the values of the correlation against
the log N(i). In the case of a well mixing chain, the values of the
described correlation will decrease to zero by increasing of the
difference of the number of iterations.

the model. Data to implement the simulations was principally
taken from Mueller and Nowack (2008), if not other sources are
indicated explicitly (Adam et al., 2006; Schmid and Riediker, 2006,
2008). For the environmental compartments sediment and
groundwater which were not included in the study of Mueller and
Nowack (2008) and where data was not available, the estimation of
the transfer coefﬁcients was based on assumptions. Recycling
processes were not relevant for the implementation case and
therefore not considered within the exemplary case study.
The spatial boundary was the geographical boundary of
Switzerland. Although, most of Switzerland’s resident population
is concentrated in urban centres, no internal geographical differentiation was assumed. Cosmetics consumption which are e.g. for
the case study of nano-TiO2 the most relevant sources are e.g.
assumed to be in tourist destinations in the alpine and pre-alpine
region about the same size as in urban regions. The following
assumptions were made: a) Environmental compartments are
homogenous and well mixed. b) The natural background
concentration of particles is neglected. c) Biodegradation of NPs is

2.4.5. Sensitivity analysis
The inﬂuence of individual input parameters on system output
variables is examined showing the relative differences of the variables changing the parameters. Thus, sensitivity analysis allows
identify e.g. the compound ﬂows that contribute most signiﬁcantly
to the variance of the calculated concentrations. If the most inﬂuential parameters are calculated on the most uncertain data, then
the conﬁdence in the results may be considered poor, otherwise if
those parameters have a robust data basis, the conﬁdence in the
exposure assessment might be higher.
Adapted from (Page et al., 1991; Finley and Paustenbach, 1994;
Norton, 2008) sensitivity is deﬁned as the ratio of the relative
change in the output produced by a unit relative change in the
input parameters. Thus, a baseline point value, in this case study
the true mean of each distribution, is calculated for each output
variable and input parameter of the MC simulation. Then a differential value is calculated for each output variable Xi by decreasing
the baseline input parameter Pj value by 10%

Table 3
Probability distributions of the modeling parameters used to simulate nano-TiO2
ﬂows. I is the annual input of nanoparticles into the production, manufacturing and
consumption process (PMC), TC12 represents e.g. the transfer coefﬁcient of
nanoparticles between process 1 (PMC) and process 2, the sewage treatment plant
(STP) (see for numbering and nomenclature also Fig. 1). The column references
indicates the sources from which the prior mean values are derived: (1) Mueller and
Nowack (2008), (2) Schmid and Riediker (2006), (3) Schmid and Riediker (2008),
(4) Adam et al. (2006), (5) this work.



DXimean =Ximean
  sj :
Sij ¼ 
DPjmean =Pjmean

(10)

In order to consider the parameter uncertainty the normalized
sensitivity is multiplied by the standard deviation of the parameters, which describes the spread of the probability distribution of
the analyzed parameters. Such a Gaussian approximation allows to
consider both sensitivity and uncertainty (Finley and Paustenbach,
1994; Paustenbach, 2002).
Additionally all sensitivity values are summed to calculate each
parameters’ relative and percental contribution to the total sensitivity. Thus, the sensitivity analysis ranks the modeling parameters
in order of importance and augments the conﬁdence in the model
output values comparing the calculated sensitivity to the order of
uncertainty of the input parameters. This allows identify the most
important inputs that should be studied with priority in order to
reduce uncertainty and to improve the exposure modeling.

2.5. Implementation of a case study (nano-TiO2)
As case study and to test computational performance of the
model we simulated the behavior of nano-TiO2 in the environment.
Amounts of application of nano-TiO2 and characteristics of the NP
translocation to and within the environment such as emission
factors from products and transfer coefﬁcients were required to run

Parameter

PDF

Minimum or
logarithmic
mean

I, Input
TC12, Waste
water
TC14, Waste
TC15, Emissions
TC16, Waste
TC17, Waste
TC18, Emissions
TC111, Export
TC23, Overﬂow
TC24, STP-sludge
TC28, Cleaned
water
TC45, Emissions
TC46, Slag, ﬁlter
ash
TC411, Export of
ﬁlter ash
TC57, Particle
emissions
TC58, Deposition
(dry/wet)
TC69, Leaching
TC66, Storage
TC75, Emissions
TC78, Leaching
TC79, Erosion
TC710, Leaching
TC77, Storage
TC89,
Groundwater
inﬁltration
TC810,
Sedimentation
TC811, Export
TC91,
Consumption
TC99, Storage
TC108,
Resuspension
TC1010, Storage

lognormal
uniform

5.45959
0.58536

0.66075

(1), (2), (3)
(1)

uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform

0.06795
0.00131
0.11250
0.05625
0.02565
0.07560
0.06750
0.85233
0.05333

0.08305
0.00160
0.13750
0.06875
0.03135
0.09240
0.08250
0.87918
0.06518

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

trigonal
uniform

0.79480

0.00050
0.97143

(1), (4), (5)
(1), (4)

uniform

0.01857

0.20519

(1), (4)

uniform

0.96700

0.97300

(1)

uniform

0.02700

0.03300

(1)

uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform

0.0000009
0.9999989
0.00090
0.00090
0.0000009
0.00090
0.99670
0.00090

0.0000011
0.9999991
0.00110
0.00110
0.0000011
0.00110
0.99730
0.00110

(5)
(5)
(1)
(1)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

uniform

0.45000

0.55000

(5)

uniform
uniform

0.44890
0.00090

0.54910
0.00110

(5)
(5)

uniform
uniform

0.99890
0.00090

0.99910
0.00110

(5)
(5)

uniform

0.99890

0.99910

(5)

Maximum
or mode
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not relevant for the case study, nano-TiO2 as metal oxide is not
biodegradable. d) For the reason of feasibility it is assumed that
the system is stationary. e) Sludge application on soil and landﬁll
is not admitted in Switzerland and therefore these ﬂows are not
considered.
Table 3 shows the assumed ranges of the input parameters.
These range values were used to simulate prior and posterior
parameter distributions in order to run the model and calculate NP
concentrations. These so-called initial values for the transfer coefﬁcients between the studied compartments were taken a) from the
literature where few data was available or b) calculated based on
estimations within this work. Most of the uniform distributions
were derived from Mueller and Nowack (2008) and are based on
the mean value of the realistic and the high exposure scenario used
in that work. We increased and decreased these mean values by
10% in order to calculate the so-called initial range of the concerned
transfer coefﬁcients. The range of the periodical NP input into the
system was modeled as a lognormal distribution based on indications (n ¼ 4) from different sources. Having some indications about

the NP fate within the waste incineration plant (WIP), the transfer
coefﬁcient between WIP and atmosphere could be estimated based
on a triangular distribution. For this case the uncertainty was
reduced in comparison to all the uniformly distributed transfer
coefﬁcients where there was at the most one unique indication of
parameter value available.
The calculations of the NP concentration in surface water (rivers
and lakes) were performed based on the relevant mixing depth of
3 m (ECB, 2003), which was multiplied with 4.2% (Bundesamt für
Statistik, 2001) of the total area of Switzerland. This leads to
a relevant water volume of 5.2 km3. The average concentration of
NPs in the soil was calculated based on the soil mixing depth which
depends on the type of soil and is 0.2 m for agricultural soil and
0.05 m for natural and urban soil (ECB); the agriculturally used
fraction is 0.369, natural ground and urban ground 0.631 (Bundesamt für Statistik, 2001). This leads to a calculated soil volume of
4.2 km3. The dry soil density was taken to be 1.5 kg/l (ECB, 2003).
The volume of the relevant sediment compartment was derived
from the water surface, which was ﬁrst assumed to be equal to the

Fig. 4. Mass ﬂows between the environmental compartments for nano-TiO2 and accumulation rates within the compartments in t/year (shown as 95% conﬁdence intervals).
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surface of the sediment and second multiplied with an average
sediment depth of 0.03 m (ECB, 2003). This leads to an estimated
relevant sediment volume of 0.05 km3. The bulk density of the
relevant sediment was taken to be 1.3 kg/l (ECB, 2003). The
computation of the NP concentration within the air compartment
was based on the retention time of 10 days of superﬁne particles
(Anastasio and Martin, 2001) and on the calculated relevant air
volume (41, 285 km3) obtained by multiplying the total area of
Switzerland with the relevant air height for terrestrial ecosystems
of 1 km (ECB, 2003). Based on the assumed retention time of 10
days about one thirty- sixth of the NP input into the air compartment is constantly in the air. In addition to the compartments used
by Mueller and Nowack (2008), the secondary compartments
groundwater and sediments were included as well in this work.
However, calculations of ﬂows from and to these compartments e.g.
sedimentation, resuspension, surface erosion or water-sediment
partitioning of NPs are based on very crude assumptions, since
currently there is no data available concerning NP transfer to and
from these two compartments.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Algorithmic performance of the model
To test the mathematical/computational correctness of the model
we recomputed exactly the high exposure scenario of nano-TiO2
ﬂows presented in Mueller and Nowack (2008). First, the deterministic case was recomputed using the same model input values.
All simulation outcomes rounded to 2 signiﬁcant digits corresponded exactly to the values shown in the mentioned study. The
same applied for the computation of the same scenario by means of
the MC approach. We ran 100,000 iterations assuming the input
parameters to be uniformly distributed (10%) around the given
input data in Mueller and Nowack (2008). Eleven of the 14 ﬂows,
rounded to two signiﬁcant digits, corresponded exactly to the values
given by Mueller and Nowack (2008). Three of the 14 values corresponded exactly to the values of Mueller and Nowack (2008) if
rounded to one signiﬁcant digit. This shows that even with more
complex systems (10 processes, 23 internal ﬂows, 1 input ﬂow, 3

Fig. 5. Modes of the mass ﬂows between the environmental compartments for the nano-TiO2 study and the accumulation rates within the compartments in t/year. The mode is the
most frequently computed probability (shown is the 95% conﬁdence interval).
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elimination ﬂows and 3 output ﬂows) the programmed MC simulations solve the equations correctly providing results, which ﬁt even
as mean values available deterministic data.
3.2. Modeling results
A sampling size of 100,000 was chosen for all simulations.
Numerical stability of MC techniques for exposure assessment is
commonly reached or accepted at 10,000 repetitions (Burmaster
and Anderson, 1994). To test the numerical performance of the
procedure, the stability of mean, median, standard deviation and
kurtosis was tested starting from small statistics to arrive at
a sufﬁcient number of iterations making larger ones. Above 10,000
iterations the mentioned central moments (mean, median) were
insofar stable that there was no observable difference between the
computed middle values of simulations with the same quantity of
iterations and such with higher number of repetitions. It takes
more iterations to stabilize the tails of the output distributions and
to locate potential extreme events in those tails. Above 100,000
iterations even the standard deviations of the output variables
were stable so that there was no signiﬁcant difference between the
computed values of simulations with the same quantity of repetitions and such with more iterations.

From the collected data the mean, the range and the probability
distribution for the input parameters were calculated. The
computed nano-TiO2 ﬂows and accumulation rates in Fig. 4 indicate
the 95% conﬁdence interval within which the output probability
distributions of the NP ﬂows are included when repeating the MC
simulations. Fig. 5 shows the 95% conﬁdence interval within which
the modes of the computed output probability distributions of the
NP ﬂows and accumulation rates are included when repeating
these simulations. The mode is the value that appears most
frequently in the computed probability distribution. It is regarded
as the highest probability p(x) for a discrete distribution or as the
highest probability density f(x) for a continuous case. Thus, the
range of the ﬂows within Fig. 5 may be interpreted as the most
probable indications for the expected NP ﬂows based on a relative
probability, whereas the range of the values within Fig. 4 may be
regarded as a range, which covers with a very high probability the
whole range of possible values. The most relevant NP ﬂows (95%
conﬁdence interval of the mode value) are waste water (30.7–
33.8 t/a), sludge from STP to WIP (26.6–29.2 t/a), ﬁlter ash from WIP
to Landﬁll (26.8–29.4 t/a), direct deposition from PMC to landﬁll
and soil (6.2–6.8 t/a and 3.1–3.4 t/a), export from PMC and WIP
outside the system boundary (4.1–4.6 t/a and 3.4–3.7 t/a) and
waste from PMC to WIP (3.7–4.1 t/a). Fig. 6 shows the simulated

Fig. 6. Probability densities from Monte Carlo (line) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (dotted lines) simulations of the predicted annual increase of nano-TiO2 concentrations in mg/kg
in soil and sediment and of the concentrations in air in mg/m3 and surface water in mg/l.
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Table 4
Examples of the modeled prior and posterior distributions of the parameters (mean values, standard deviation and percentiles) used to simulate nano-TiO2 ﬂows and to
calibrate the evolved model.
Parameter

I, Input
TC810, Sedimentation
TC12, Waste water
TC58, Deposition (dry/wet)
TC57, Particle emissions
TC24, STP-sludge
TC45, Emissions

PDF

lognormal
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
trigonal

Prior distribution

Posterior distribution

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

50th

75th

97.5th

303.31300
0.50000
0.62315
0.03000
0.97000
0.86575
0.00350

245.6944
0.0289
0.0218
0.0017
0.0017
0.0078
0.0023

235.08370
0.48984
0.62340
0.03000
0.97001
0.86575
–

191.9506
0.0277
0.0217
0.0017
0.0017
0.0078
–

182.14
0.4853
0.6235
0.0300
0.9700
0.8658
–

294.64
0.5111
0.6422
0.0315
0.9715
0.8725
–

743.49
0.5451
0.6589
0.0328
0.9729
0.8785
–

PEC values for soil, water, air and sediments. Noteworthy are the
very small concentrations in the air compartment compared to the
simulated concentrations in surface water and to the annual
increase of the concentrations in soil and sediments.
3.2.1. MCMC simulations
The MCMC simulation results provide the highest posterior
probabilities, which may be regarded as the ‘best’ simulations. Prior
data do not represent measured data in this case study, but the
results of the Monte Carlo simulations. Insofar, the information in
the data is small and the posterior distributions do not differ greatly
from the prior. In such cases the prior distribution pðqÞ corresponds
strongly to the distribution pðyjqÞ, which indicates the probability
of observing randomly the data y for a given value of q. Hence, the
posterior simulation results (Fig. 6) are not so much ‘best’ estimations as rather an example how to improve and calibrate simulations in the future when more and more secure data concerning the
input parameters will be available.

Table 4 shows exemplarily results of the parameter conditioning
based on the modeled Markov Chain properties (see Section 2.4) and
conducted for the MCMC simulations. For the prior distributions the
mean values and the standard deviation are indicated, for the
posterior distributions mean values, standard deviation and quantiles are given. For the parameters with downright small uncertainty
space and transfer coefﬁcient, no MCMC simulations were performed. To judge convergence by the mixing between the chains,
several chains were run simultaneously from different initial states.
Markov Chains that converge to the equilibrium, indicate that they
have approximated the target distribution. In Fig. 7 we see exemplarily the degree of mixing and convergence of Markov Chains from
the last 3000 of 100,000 posterior draws. The upper ﬁgure shows
draws from the parameter range of the ﬂow coefﬁcient sewage
treatment plant (STP) to WIP (STP sludge) (uniformly distributed)
and the lower one posterior draws from the periodical NP input
(lognormally distributed) into the system. The chains have
converged. The MCMC sampler jumps freely within the whole

Fig. 7. Trajectory plots of posterior draws from Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations of the transfer coefﬁcient sewage treatment plant to waste incineration plant (uniformly
distributed, target mean: 0.87) and the periodical NP input (bottom) into the system (lognormally distributed, target mean: 235.1 t/a) illustrated as Markov Chain Monte Carlo steps
against the iteration number.
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parameter space. The target mean value is 0.87 for the TC between
STP and WIP and 235.1 t/a for the NP input into the system.
3.2.2. Sensitivity analysis
First, the unitless results (see Table 5) show how a relative
change of the input parameters produces a relative change of the
simulation output values. Second, the results show the relative
contribution of each parameter to the total sensitivity. In addition,
the conﬁdence in the simulation results may be estimated by
comparing the sensitivity results with the robustness of the inﬂuential parameters. If the most inﬂuential parameters were based on
very uncertain data, the conﬁdence in the simulation output would
be small. However, for this case study this estimation is not
straightforward. The reason is that most of the probability distributions of the input parameters were computed based on the same
data basis (Mueller and Nowack, 2008), and that most of the
remaining distributions were calculated based on similar assumptions made within this work (Table 3). Insofar, the ranges of
uncertainty of the model input parameters differ only slightly from
each other. However, we may at least state that the most inﬂuential
parameters to the compartments surface water and sediment (NP
ﬂows from or to the sewage treatment plant) were estimated based
on information taken from Mueller and Nowack (2008) and not
exclusively based on assumptions. The most inﬂuential ﬂows for
surface waters are sludge from STP to WIP (83.2%), particle emissions from PMC to surface waters (6.6%), the STP overﬂow (4.1%)
and the STP efﬂuent (3.9%). The increase of concentrations in
sediment is mostly inﬂuenced by the sludge ﬂow from STP to WIP
(60.1%), the sedimentation of NPs in water (15.8%) and by the water
ﬂows leaving the system (11.8%). These results underline in accordance with the simulated ﬂows that the parameters describing the
ﬂows of nano-TiO2 from the PMC process to the STP, the STP
efﬂuent and overﬂow, the sludge from STP to WIP, and the sedimentation process in water need a closer look.
3.2.3. Implications of the simulated case (nano-TiO2)
The very small concentrations of nano-TiO2 in the air
compartment compared to the simulated concentrations in

Table 5
Results of the analysis of the model parameters sensitivity to the output variables.
Exposure variable

Sensitivity (unitless)

Percentage of
sensitivity

Surface Water:
F24, STP-sludge
F18, Particle emissions
F23, Overﬂow
F28, Cleaned water
F16, Waste
F111, Export
F14, Waste
F12, Waste water
F17, Waste
F46, Slag, ﬁlter ash

0.109615559
0.008690587
0.005422365
0.005208635
0.001094578
0.000467249
0.000370735
0.000281325
0.000247969
0.00016312

83.22%
6.60%
4.12%
3.95%
0.83%
0.35%
0.28%
0.21%
0.19%
0.12%

Groundwater:
F810, Sedimentation
F811, Export
F24, STP-sludge
F717, Storage
F18, Particle emissions

3.600084654
3.586067196
0.108806519
0.015171825
0.008626953

49.10%
48.91%
1.48%
0.21%
0.12%

Sediments:
F24, STP-sludge
F810, Sedimentation
F811, Export
F18, Particle emissions
F23, Overﬂow
F28, Cleaned water

0.109483392
0.02885319
0.02158482
0.008678748
0.005415827
0.005202355

60.12%
15.84%
11.85%
4.77%
2.97%
2.86%

surface water and to the annual increase of the concentrations in
soil and sediments are mainly due to the high volume of the
compartment and the short residence time of the NPs. Furthermore, NPs reach the atmosphere during the usage of products or
via emissions from waste incineration plants only at very low
amounts. However, the simulated concentrations in surface water
and the remarkable high annual increase of concentrations in
sediments show that a further look at the nano-TiO2 concentrations in waters is needed to assess potential risks posed from these
NPs to aquatic organisms. Thus, the fate and behavior of nano-TiO2
in STPs (and STP sludge) and the sedimentation process of this
nanomaterial need to be studied in more detail. Sludge application
on landﬁlls and soils is prohibited in Switzerland and thus the STP
sludge mostly incinerated in WIPs. However, for other regions (e.g.
USA, EU) where sludge application on soils is admitted, the sludge
concentrations and as a result also the concentrations in STP
sludge treated soils need to be studied as well. The results
obtained with the new PMFA may be used to guide ecotoxicological research of these compounds as they provide a range of
probable environmental concentrations.
Furthermore, the results of this case study point out that the
probabilistic material ﬂow analysis (PMFA) is applicable i) to
predict concentrations of compounds in the environment when
little data are available, ii) to program and use any kind of probability distribution functions for the input variables incorporating
a large number of processes and ﬂows in order to compute
probabilistically compound ﬂows and deposition rates and iii) to
improve at any time and any part of the system prior data to
posterior results by formulating and incorporating e.g. MCMC
algorithms and by starting from new available e.g. simulation- or
measured data.
However, even sophisticated probabilistic techniques do not
create more empirical data than what is available and empirical
information is needed to generate model input distributions. In the
case of NPs such a data basis is often missing and thus, the use of
uniform distributions unavoidable. In cases were no data are
available, the borders of the distributions have to be determined by
experts, which in turn may lead to even higher uncertainties in the
input parameters.

Appendix A

R-code for input data generation (exempliﬁed triangular
distribution of the emission coefﬁcient WIP to atmosphere)
triangulsim_WIP <- function(vecabc) {
min <- vecabc[1]
mode <- vecabc[2]
max <- vecabc[3]
u <- runif(1,0,1)
if (u <¼ (mode  min)/(max  min)){
r ¼ min þ sqrt(u * (max-min)*(mode-min))}else{
r ¼ max  sqrt((1  u) * (max  min) * (max  mode))
}
r
}
a ¼ 0.00001
b ¼ 0.0005
c ¼ 0.01
M <- matrix(c(rep(a,10^5),rep(b,10^5),
rep(c,10^5)),10^5,3)
tri <- apply(M,1,triangulsim_WIP)
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Appendix B
R-code for MC simulations
N <- 100000
V <- matrix(NA,n,N)
for (k in 1:N){
I <- c(rlnorm(1,m,s),rep(0,n-1))
A <- matrix(0,n,n)
A[2,1] <- -(TCcmpstp[k])
.
A[n,1] <- -(1 þ T[2,1] þ T[4,1] þ T[5,1]þ.þT
[n-1,1])
.
V[,k] <- solve(A,I)}
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